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Hart District Council Local Plan
Landscape Capacity Study 2016
1.0

Executive Summary

1.1

Purpose of the Study
This report has been produced to inform the evidence base for the Hart District Council Local Plan. It assesses the relative
capacity of the landscape to accommodate development in the rural areas of the District, outside of the established settlement
boundaries.
The capacity of each area has been awarded by testing the results of each assessment against the following criteria:
Low capacity – the landscape area could not accommodate areas of new development without a significant and adverse impact
on the landscape character. Occasional, very small scale development may be possible, providing it has regard to the setting and
form of existing settlement and the character and the sensitivity of the adjacent character areas.
Low/medium capacity – a minimal amount of development could be accommodated only in limited situations, providing it
has regard to the setting and form of existing settlement and the character and the sensitivity of the adjacent character areas.
Medium capacity – the landscape area could be able to accommodate areas of development in some parts, providing it has
regard to the setting and form of existing settlement and the character and the sensitivity of the adjacent character areas. There
are landscape constraints and therefore the key landscape and visual characteristics must be retained and enhanced.
Medium / high capacity – the area is able to accommodate larger amounts of development, providing it has regard to the
setting and form of existing settlement and the character and the sensitivity of the adjacent character areas. Certain landscape
and visual features in the area may need protection.
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High capacity – much of the area is able to accommodate development, providing it has regard to the setting and form of
existing settlement and the character and the sensitivity of the adjacent character areas.
1.2

Summary of methodology
Capacity of the landscape can also be described as sensitivity to a specific type of change. In accordance with best practice,
sensitivity was assessed against a specific change. For this study a development scenario of 50% residential development, with
50% open space, based on a density of 30 residential dwelling per hectare (in line with general development densities in the
District), with dwellings 2 to 2.5 storeys was assumed as a guide for each area.

1.3

The development scenario has no other purpose other than to assist the landscape surveyor in assessing the potential capacity,
by whatever degree or variation, to accommodate development.

1.4

A combination of desktop studies and fieldwork were used to assess the sensitivity of each individual area and the findings
recorded on a standard form (Area Record Sheet included in Appendix B). The assessment criteria used are designed to employ
a sufficient level of detail and include the following categories:
Visual sensitivity – the type of views, the nature of the viewers and the potential to mitigate visual impact;
Landscape sensitivity – the natural physical factors, the cultural and built form aspects and the perceptual features;
Landscape character sensitivity – a combination of visual sensitivity and landscape sensitivity;
Landscape value – designations and local associations, following guidelines set out by the Landscape Institute literature.
Each of the above are given scores ranging from low to high on a five point scale to indicate sensitivity or value, which are then
combined using matrices to give an overall capacity for each local area. This process is summarised by the following diagram.
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Visual sensitivity

Landscape Character
sensitivity

Landscape sensitivity
Landscape value

Landscape
Capacity to
accommodate a
specific type of
change

Once each area has been assessed individually an overall comparison was carried out to determine the capacity of all areas
relative to one another. The Record Sheets showing the assessment of each area is included within Appendix 2. It should be
noted that the assessment provides a guide to the capacity of each of the local areas. The precise location and extent of
development would depend on a closer study and evaluation.
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1.5 List of Local Areas

Reference

Bramshill Area I

BH-01

Hazeley Bottom Area I

HB-01

Minley Area I

MI-01

Bramshill Area II

BH-02

Heckfield Area I

HE-01

Odiham Area I

OD-01

Bramshill Area III

BH-03

Heckfield Area II

HE-02

Odiham Area II

OD-02

Crondall Area I

CR-01

Heckfield Heath Area I

HE-03

Rotherwick Area I

RW-01

Crondall Area II

CR-02

Hook Area I

HO-01

S. Warnborough Area I

SW-01

Crondall Area III

CR-03

Hook Area II

HO-02

S. Warnborough Area II

SW-02

Crookham Village Area I

CV-01

Hook Area III

HO-03

Well Area I

WE-01

Dogmersfield Area I

DO-01

Hartley Wintney Area I

HW-01

Winchfield Area I

WI-01

Eversley Area I

EV-01

Hartley Wintney Area II

HW-02

Winchfield Area II

WI-02

Eversley Area II

EV-02

Hartley Wintney Area III

HW-03

Winchfield Area III

WI-03

Eversley Area III

EV-03

Hartley Wintney Area IV

HW-04

Yateley Area I

YA-01

Eversley Area IV

EV-04

Long Sutton Area I

LS-01

Yateley Area II

YA-02

Ewshot Area I

EW-01

Long Sutton Area II

LS-02

Fleet Area I

FL-01

Mattingley Area I

MA-01

Fleet Area II

FL-02

Mattingley Area II

MA-02

Greywell Area I

GR-01
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District Map: Results of Study
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Summary of Results
(the record sheets for each Local Area are available in Appendix 2)
Area
Ref.
BH-01
BH-02
BH-03
CR-01
CR-02
CR-03
CV-01
DO-01
EV-01
EV-02
EV-03
EV-04
EW-01
FL-01
FL-02
GR-01
HB-01
HE-01
HE-02
HH-01
HO-01
HO-02
HO-03
HW-01
HW-02

Nearest settlement to
Local Area
0.8km south to HW
adj. south of Bramshill
adj. north of Bramshill
adj. west of Crondall
adj. east of Crondall
adj. south of Crondall
adj. south of Crookham Village
south of Dogmersfield
north of Eversley Centre
south of Eversley Centre
Eversley/Lower Common
west of Eversley to Warren
Heath
adj. north and NW of Ewshot
adj. west of Fleet
adj. east of Ancells Farm
adj. south to east of Greywell
Hazeley Bottom
adj. east of Heckfield
adj. SE of Heckfield
Land at Heckfield Heath
adj. NW of Hook to
Rotherwick
adj. NE of Hook to Mattingley
adj. east of Hook
adj. south and east of HW
adj. east of HW

Visual
Sensitivity
High
Medium
High
Medium/High
Medium/High
High
Medium/High
High
Low
Medium/High
Medium
Medium/High

Landscape
Sensitivity
High
Medium/High
High
Medium/High
Medium/High
High
Medium/High
High
Medium
Medium/High
Medium
High

Landscape
Value
High
High
High
Medium/High
Medium/High
Medium/High
Medium/High
Medium/High
Medium/high
High
High
High

OVERALL LANDSCAPE
CAPACITY
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
LOW
LOW
LOW

Medium
Medium
Low/medium
Medium/High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High

Medium
Medium/High
Medium
High
Medium/High
Medium/High
Medium
Medium
Medium/High

High
High
High
Medium/High
High
High
Medium/High
High
Medium

LOW
LOW
LOW/MEDIUM
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW/MEDIUM
LOW
LOW

Medium/High
Medium
High
Medium/High

Medium/High
Medium
High
High

Medium/High
Medium
Medium/High
High

LOW/MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LOW
LOW
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HW-03
HW-04
LS-01
LS-02
MA-01

SW-02
WE-01

adj. NE of HW
adj. SW of HW
adj. NE to NW of Long Sutton
adj. SE to SW of Long Sutton
adj. south to north of
Mattingley
adj. north of Mattingley
adj. NE of Fleet and M3 to A30
adj. east and SW of Odiham
adj. north of Odiham by-pass
adj. north of Rotherwick
adj. SE to NW of S.
Warnborough
adj. south of S. Warnborough
adj. east to NW of Well

WI-01

adj. east to SW of Winchfield

Medium/High

Medium/High

Medium

LOW/MEDIUM

WI-02

adj. east of Winchfield

Low/Medium

Medium

Medium

MEDIUM/HIGH

WI-03
YA-01
YA-02

adj. west of Winchfield to M3
adj. north to NW of Yateley
adj. east of Yateley to Darby
Green

Medium/High
Medium
Medium

Medium/High
Low/Medium
Low/Medium

Medium
Medium
High

LOW/MEDIUM
LOW/MEDIUM
LOW/MEDIUM

MA-02
MI-01
OD-01
OD-02
RW-01
SW-01

Medium
Medium
High
High
High

Medium/High
Medium
High
High
Medium/High

High
Medium
Low/Medium
Medium
Medium/ High

LOW
MEDIUM
LOW/MEDIUM
LOW
LOW

Medium
Medium/High
Medium/High
High
Medium
High

Medium
Medium/High
Medium/High
Medium
Medium
High

High
High
Low/Medium
Medium/High
Low/Medium
Low/Medium

LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
LOW
MEDIUM/HIGH
LOW/MEDIUM

High
High

High
High

Low/Medium
Medium

LOW/MEDIUM
LOW
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Hart District Council
Landscape Capacity Study 2016
2.0

Introduction

2.1

Located in the north east corner of Hampshire, Hart is an attractive leafy district that covers an area of over 215 square kilometres. A
significant proportion of the District is rural. The District comprises several towns, many villages and rural hamlets, and countryside.

2.2

The Landscape Capacity Study provides an assessment of Hart’s rural landscape. The Study focuses on the rural environment where,
through the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), house builders have expressed the most interest.

2.3

The study is being produced as part of the evidence base for Hart District Council’s emerging Local Plan and will help and inform
decisions about the future extent and direction of development in the District.

2.4

The Capacity Study will help increase the understanding of the landscape resources of the District and help inform future policy making
and development control by providing the Council with a more robust position with regard to resisting inappropriate development.

2.5

This is a key issue for The Council and the District as a whole. The Landscape Capacity Study should complement the priorities, goals
and promises of The Council as well as underpin the Hart Local Plan. As articulated by the Corporate Plan the priorities, goals and
promises that the Study relates to are:
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2.6



Protecting and enhancing our natural and built environment



Encouraging high quality housing development in the right locations to meet local needs



Working with local communities to help each one plan their futures

The overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it.
The assessments also do not mean that development in any given area is acceptable. The purpose of the study is to inform which areas
of the District are most sensitive to change with regard to landscape character and visual amenity.

2.7

No assessment of the landscape impacts of specific development proposals has been undertaken as part of this study.

3.0

Background

3.1

One of the main issues for the Local Plan is housing growth. In accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) the objectively
assessed need for housing is being determined through a Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA, jointly prepared with Rushmoor and Surrey
Heath). Findings from this work suggest that the need for housing could be in excess of 350 dwellings per annum between 2011 and 2032.

3.2

In 2014 and 2015 the Council carried out public consultation rounds on growth options for Hart. Once the preferred strategy is selected, sites
need to be found that accord with that strategy for inclusion in the draft Local Plan.

3.3

The Council’s SHLAA identifies a large number of available housing sites. These sites are merely those that are available for development – they
are not necessarily suitable.
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3.4

Given the housing quantities emerging from the SHMA process an amount of greenfield development looks inevitable. The Council is mindful of
the NPPF approach that development needs should be met unless the adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh
the benefits (NPPF para 14).

3.5

It is for this reason that Hart wants to understand what the potential impacts of development are to ensure that the final plan takes full account of
environmental factors. A key part of that is appraising the capacity of the District’s landscapes to accommodate development. The NPPF states
that:


local planning authorities should protect and enhance valued landscapes (NPPF para. 109)



they should allocate land with the least environmental or amenity value where consistent with other policies (NPPF para. 110)



that evidence should include (where appropriate) landscape character assessments, and for areas where there are major expansion options,
assessments of landscape sensitivity (NPPF para. 170)

3.6

The Landscape Capacity Study will therefore inform which areas of the District are most sensitive to change with regard to landscape
character and visual amenity.

4.0

Objectives

4.1

Meeting local housing need is a key issue for national policy. It was essential that the work undertaken was a transparent, consistent,
objective and robust assessment of landscape capacity of all areas. This provides evidence to identify the areas of the district that are
less sensitive to change, without adverse landscape and visual impacts.
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4.2

In the Study the landscape sensitivity, visual sensitivity and landscape value all needed to be assessed and seasonal variation taken into
account. It was important for the Study to examine defined areas to determine whether different parts of the same area were sensitive
to change, or not - and to what degree.

4.3

It was also essential for the context of each area to be examined in relation to its setting when viewed in the wider context of the
District, including views from urban areas if appropriate. This enables an understanding of how development would affect the
surrounding landscape, as well as the identified localised impacts from within the area itself.

4.4

The final assessment gives a clear indication which areas could best accommodate development from a landscape perspective, and
which areas would be most sensitive to change. This includes a matrix together with justifying text to help identify the most suitable
areas, the methodology for which had to be robust and clear and in accordance with best practice.

5.0

Approach and Methodology

5.1

The process for undertaking this Study involves two stages.


Definition of local level landscape character areas



Assessment of landscape capacity
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Definition of local level landscape character areas
5.2

Prior to an assessment of landscape capacity a review of the District was required in order to define the boundaries of the Study.
These boundaries are referred to as ‘Local Areas’ (essentially units or compartments of landscape character areas) and have been
established based on guidance within Landscape Character Assessment – Guidance for England and Scotland (Countryside Agency and
Scottish Natural Heritage, April 2002).

5.3

The Local Areas are defined as: ‘distinct, recognisable and consistent patterns of elements in the landscape that make that
landscape different from another’. Elements and features assessed include a number of different aspects such as the geological
pattern, landform, land use, vegetation, ecology, scale and enclosure.

5.4

In broad terms the characterisation of the landscape is covered by the Hart District Landscape Assessment – Final Report (HDLA, 1997).
Further information was gained from the Hampshire County Council Integrated Landscape Character Assessment, 2012. The county
assessment takes a more detailed, technical approach and therefore helpfully supports the earlier HDLA. However, the areas defined in
the HDLA are too large for the assessment of landscape capacity.

5.5

The Local Areas within this Landscape Capacity Study were refined in order to produce smaller, more local-level areas. This was
carried out through desk-top studies and on-site assessment using the above guidance. The Local Areas across the District are
illustrated on the following page, along with an example of a Local Area depicted in the form of a 1:10,000 OS map followed by an
aerial photo.
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Assessment of Landscape Capacity
5.6

Landscape Capacity is defined as ‘the extent to which a particular area or type of landscape is able to accommodate
change without significant effects on character or overall change in the landscape type’.1

5.7

Landscape Capacity is a combination of the sensitivity of the landscape character (physical, aesthetic, and visual) and the value attached
to the landscape, and can be assessed as follows:

Landscape Character Sensitivity
Landscape Sensitivity (see 5.9a below) plus Visual

Landscape Value
+

(see para 5.9c below)

Landscape Capacity to accommodate a
=

specific type of change (Note 1)

sensitivity (see 4.9b below)

This is adapted from Figure 1(b) in the same source as 5.5 above.2
Note 1 – In order to provide a consistent assessment the type and nature of development needs to be defined beforehand. For this Study a
development scenario of 50% residential development, with 50% open space, based on a density of 30-35 residential dwelling per
hectare, with dwellings of 2 to 2.5 storeys was assumed as a guide for each area.
5.8

Using this methodology, the Landscape Sensitivity and Visual Sensitivity of each local area are combined to produce an overall
Landscape Character Sensitivity.

1

From: Topic Paper 6 – Techniques and Criteria for Judging Capacity and Sensitivity (Countryside Agency and Scottish natural Heritage, 2004) and illustrates methods for assessing
Landscape Capacity.
2
Summary of factors to consider in judging landscape capacity for a particular type of change’, ‘Topic Paper 6 – Techniques and Criteria for Judging Capacity and Sensitivity’ (Countryside
Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage, 2004, p5)
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5.9

The Landscape Character Sensitivity is then combined with the Landscape Value to provide an overall Landscape Capacity for each of
the Local Areas. The value of the landscape is important in the process as the value attached to certain landscapes will need to be
considered in relation to the capacity of the landscape to accept change, or not.

5.10

These aspects and the elements assessed within them can be defined as follows:

A. LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY
This is based on judgements about sensitivity of physical and aesthetic elements in the landscape that are most likely to be affected.
The level of sensitivity is based on... a professional judgement about the degree to which the landscape in question is
robust, in that it is able to accommodate change without adverse impacts on its character. This means making
decisions about:


whether or not significant characteristic elements of the landscape will be liable to loss through disturbance;



whether or not they could be easily restored;



whether important aesthetic aspects of character will be liable to change;



consideration of new elements, which may also have a significant influence on character.
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These decisions need clear and consistent thought about three factors:


the individual elements that contribute to character; their significance and vulnerability to change;



the overall quality and condition of the landscape in terms of its intactness; representative of typical character
and conditions; and



the aesthetic aspects of landscape character – including scale; enclosure, diversity, form, colour, line pattern
and texture. These elements may have significance for the judgements about sensitivity and are different from
the perceptual aspects of landscape character which are more subjective.3

Assessment of these helps to measure the endurance of the landscape character representing the likelihood of change in relation to the degree
to which the landscape is able to tolerate change.
The aspects most likely to be affected and illustrations as to how the level of sensitivity is assessed is based on the following:
I.

Natural factors



Vegetation – the nature and extent of woodland and hedgerows will have different sensitivities (e.g. a large scale, open downland with
well-spaced hedgerows might be more sensitive to change than a smaller scale, low lying area with frequent woodlands; semi-natural
woodland may be more sensitive than a plantation)

3

Source: ‘Topic Paper 6 – Techniques and Criteria for Judging Capacity and Sensitivity’ (Countryside and Scottish Natural Heritage, 2004, pp5-6)
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Extent and pattern of semi-natural habitat – presence, size, and dispersal of semi-natural habitats. There are areas which have greater
sensitivity due to the nature of the habitats (e.g. species rich grassland will be more sensitive than areas in continued arable crop
production)



Landform and drainage – presence of water courses, distinct features (valleys, scarps etc), slopes and elevation all contribute to the
sensitivity of the landscape (e.g. features such as prominent slopes, ridges, and river valleys might be more sensitive than flat landscapes)

II.

Cultural factors



Land use/function of the area – the nature of the land use, the level of scarcity and resilience to change will all have a level of sensitivity
attached (e.g. an area of woodland would be more sensitive to change than an area of urban fringe activities such as paddocks)



Settlement patterns – nature and extent of settlement patterns; would they be sensitive to change (e.g. sprawling urban fringe may be
less sensitive to change than a clear divide between a town and the countryside)



Historical features – the presence of historical features adds to the sensitivity because of the need to preserve their integrity. Features
such as historic parks, Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAM), Roman roads and the scarce/uncommon historical landscape types. The
level of sensitivity will depend on their presence, nature and extent.

III.

Landscape quality and condition



Representation of typical character – this will indicate how similar the area is to the landscape character area within which it exists, and
how many typical features it exhibits
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Intactness – this indicates how well the landscape has survived over a period of time and whether significant features have been lost
(e.g. hedges, woodlands etc.)



State of repair – this assesses how well the landscape is looked after and whether elements such as hedges have been managed
consistently

IV.

Aesthetic factors


The aesthetic value of the character areas includes an assessment of the sensitivity of the following elements – scale, enclosure,
diversity, texture, form, pattern and prominence of the skyline.

B. VISUAL SENSITIVITY
The Study will also take account of visual sensitivity of the landscape and consideration of the way people see the landscape. This
depends on:
I.

General visibility


This considers the level of visibility (or intervisibility) in an area, based on the nature of the landform and vegetation cover. Landscapes
with higher levels of intervisibility are more sensitive to change.



This will also consider any key views and the contribution the area makes to the visual setting of an area (including visual links to the
wider landscape). Areas containing wider panoramas across an area of countryside will be more sensitive.
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II.

Population


This element will consider the number (magnitude) of people likely to perceive change in the landscape. The higher the number of
people, the greater the level of magnitude.



The purpose of viewers, or receptors, being within an area (sensitivity) is also considered, as the nature of the activity will have a
bearing on how visually sensitive the landscape is (e.g. residential and recreational pursuits, such as walking, are considered to be more
sensitive than transient views of people travelling through, or where there are views from a workplace)

III.

Mitigation potential


This aspect considers the likelihood of a change being mitigated, without the mitigation measures themselves having an adverse effect
(e.g. planting trees to screen a development in a large scale, open landscape could have as great an impact as the development itself).
The level of sensitivity relates to how appropriate mitigation may be in an area (e.g. in an area where mitigation is more appropriate the
sensitivity would be lower).

C. LANDSCAPE VALUE
The value of the landscape is an important element is assessing the overall landscape capacity of an area. These are the more subjective,
experiential or perceptual aspects that can also reflect the local value of the landscape to a community and includes both designated
and non-designated elements. These include;-
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I.

Designations



The value of the landscape can be recorded by utilising formal designation – using international, national and local level designations.
The nature, number and extent of the designations also help inform the sensitivity of the landscape to change. This might be physical,
visual or historical and are recorded within the assessment as such.



Designations include nature conservation (SPA, SSSI, SINC etc.), heritage protection (Scheduled Ancient Monument, Conservation
Areas, Listed Buildings, parks and gardens) areas defined using planning policy (gaps), and environmental designations (flood zones and
risk of surface water flooding). Flood issues can sometimes be site specific or affect an area more widely.
Note: the Landscape Capacity Study is not site specific and covers broader areas at a local level. Issues such as flooding are significant
and need to be fully considered using the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, read in conjunction with this Study.

II.

Perceptual Aspects


The perceptual value of the character areas needs to be considered within the assessment. The tranquillity of an area can be defined by
the extent of noise sources within an area; the absence of views of development and the absence of human activity and/or frequency of
population. The scenic beauty of an area is the subjective value given to an area relating to pleasing patterns and combinations of the
landscape features that appeal primarily to the visual senses. The value will relate to the presence of these aspects.
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III.

Settlement edge


This aspect refers to the function (as opposed to visual) role that an area has in relation to the settlement edge. This could relate to
whether or not an area defines some form of physical separation between two areas. The level of sensitivity will relate to the level and
extent of these aspects.

IV.

Local associations


Sometimes there are parts of the landscape areas that have special associations or meaning to the local community and therefore make
a contribution to the value of the local landscape. These are not often designated but still need to be recorded in some manner in
relation to the landscape capacity of the area. Assessing this aspect is an intensive area of work requiring local knowledge beyond the
resource capability of this study. Therefore, in order to reflect this in the assessment, each area is assumed to have a medium level of
sensitivity in relation to cultural associations, except where there is a known aspect that contributes to the value of the area.

6.0

Assessment Thresholds

6.1

Each of the three aspects described above (Landscape Sensitivity, Visual Sensitivity, and Landscape Value) have been assessed on a five
point scale – low, low/medium, medium, medium/high and high. This assessment is based on how prominent each of the categories is
within the character areas and also the relative sensitivity of each element to change.
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Landscape Character Sensitivity
In order to establish the overall Landscape Character Sensitivity for each of the character areas the individual assessments for
Landscape Sensitivity and Visual Sensitivity are combined on a matrix as below:
High
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY

6.2

Medium

Medium/

Medium/

High

High

High

High

Medium

Medium/

Medium/

High

High

High

Medium

Medium/

Medium/

High

High

Medium

Medium/

Low/

Low/

medium

medium

Medium

Low/

Low/

medium

medium

Low

Low/

Low/

medium

medium

Low

Low/

Low/

medium

medium

Medium

Medium/

Low/
medium
Low

Low
Low

Low/Medium

High
Medium
High

High
VISUAL SENSITIVITY
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6.3

Landscape Capacity
The result of the Overall Landscape Character Sensitivity is then combined on a similar matrix with the Landscape value for each of the
character areas to produce the overall Landscape Capacity.

SENSITIVITY

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

High

Medium

Medium/

Medium/

High

High

High

High

Medium

Medium/

Medium/

High

High

High

Medium

Medium/

Medium/

High

High

Medium

Medium/

Low/

Low/

medium

medium

Medium

Low/

Low/

medium

medium

Low

Low/

Low/

medium

medium

Low

Low/

Low/

medium

medium

Medium

Medium/

Low/
medium
Low

Low
Low

Low/Medium

High
Medium
High

High
LANDSCAPE VALUE

6.4

In relation to this Study, the following indicates the likely level of development that a landscape character area could accommodate:


Low – the landscape character area could not accommodate areas of new development without a significant and adverse
impact on the landscape character. Occasional, small scale development may be possible, providing it has regard to the setting
and form of existing settlements and the character and sensitivity of the adjacent landscape character areas.
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Low/medium – Thresholds for development are low and development can be accommodated only in limited situations,
providing it has regard to the setting and form of existing settlements and the character and sensitivity of the adjacent landscape
character areas.



Medium – Thresholds for change are intermediate and the landscape character area is able to accommodate areas of new
development in some parts, providing it has regard to the setting and form of existing settlements and the character and
sensitivity of the adjacent landscape character areas.



Medium/high – Thresholds for change are high and the area is able to accommodate larger amounts of new development,
providing it has regard to the setting and form of existing settlements and the character and sensitivity of the adjacent landscape
character areas.



High – Thresholds for change are very high and much of the area is able to accommodate significant areas of new development,
providing it has regard to the setting and form of existing settlements and the character and sensitivity of the adjacent landscape
character areas.

6.5

It should be noted that this Landscape Capacity Study provides a guide to the potential capacity of each of the character areas and is
not site-specific. More detailed landscape assessments will therefore be required, and will be required at the appropriate time of the
planning application process.
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7.0

Study Constraints

7.1

Visual aspects of the Study are suitably recorded in the Local Area Record Sheets (Appendix 2). Views from private houses, private
roads and accesses, and non-designated tracks and paths are noted where obvious, but have not been investigated. The accessibility and
visibility of the character areas varies, with some having open boundaries and public rights of way across them, and others having no
public accessibility from outside. Where no public access is available, sites have not been entered, but have been assessed by use of
adjacent, publicly accessible areas, up to date aerial photos and Ordinance Survey topographical data. Views from surrounding
countryside or urban areas have been assessed by noting intervisibility from within or adjacent to the character area, but the LCS does
not include an assessment of the potential zone of visual influence for any of the character areas.

7.2

Study fieldwork was undertaken in December 2014 to January 2015 when all foliage had dropped from the deciduous tree species.
Visibility in the landscape was therefore at its most accessible. The full extent of visual access is more difficult and less precise to assess
for summertime views against winter views. Trees, woodlands and hedgerows can make very effective visual screens during the
summer, but significantly less so during the totally leafless winter months of November to February, which amounts to one third of a
year. Furthermore, leaf-loss begins during October and for some native tree and shrub species, leaves are not fully open until May. The
full extent of screening as a result of full leaf cover is therefore limited to a 5 month period from May to September.

7.3

This Study examines the relative capacity of the rural landscape of Hart District. The Study does not compare the suitability of any of
the character areas against ‘brownfield’ sites.
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8.0

Map of the District illustrating the distribution of results
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Appendix 1
Hart District Council Landscape Capacity Study
Local Area Summary Sheets
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Local Area Summary - BH-01
Local Character Area: BH-01 – land at Bramshill, Heath Warren & Warren Heath
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA (approx 40-50% of this area); Bramshill SSSI (approx 40% of this area); 8 x SINC; HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 8 x
BAP Priority Sites; Grade II* Listed Park & Garden; setting of Grade I listed building + many other Grade II and II* listed structures; Flood Zones 2 & 3
– River Hart in SW; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – multiple ribbons throughout, often small
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:










Narrow plateau running north west to south east with shallow valley sides in the south west to River Hart & north east to River Blackwater
Bramshill House (former Police training college) listed Grade I plus complex of 9 other listed buildings and structures, 5 of which are Grade 1,
with the other 5 being Grade II
Bramshill Park is a listed Grade II* Park and Garden as well as an area with Significant Archaeological Features
This area has a high percentage cover of coniferous plantation on former heathland (Warren Heath & Heath Warren Wood)
The western portion of this area has been subject to ongoing intensive, large scale mineral extraction (sands/gravels)
Restored areas of former mineral extraction more often replanted with plantation trees
Bramshill Plantation, adjacent to the north of this area, Warren Heath, Heath Warren Wood and Hazeley Heath to the SW of this area are
designated as the TBH SPA, and are also designated as a SSSI, with wooded copses designated as SINCs throughout this area
This area has a good coverage of PRoW through the SW and NE but are generally absent through the centre
Mosaic of small scale grazing fields, often for equestrian use, along the east and west sides of the River Hart valley
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Local Area Summary - BH-02
Local Character Area: local area north from Hazeley to Bramshill Plantation and Heckfield in the west
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA abuts to north, south & SE; SPA 400m buffer occupies approx. 58% of the local area; Bramshill SSSI covers same
area as TBH SPA; 4 x SINCs adjacent (medium scale); 11 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance (occupies the majority of the local area; 19 x BAP Priority
Sites; Bramshill CA in NE; 24 x Listed Buildings; Flood Zones 2 & 3 south to north (R.Whitewater); Risk of surface water flooding – 2 bands including
low, medium and high risk, north to south & from west through this local area
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM

Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH

Landscape Character Sensitivity =
MEDIUM/HIGH

Landscape Value = HIGH

Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:











Complex shallow valley landscape marking the confluence of the River Hart into the River Whitewater, which then joins the River Blackwater
2.3km further north
Small scale lowland mosaic to the west with irregular mix of arable & grazing with larger scale field pattern to the east on the side of the rising
valley
Small to medium scale woodland blocks/copses, some of which are SINCs, near centre of this local area
The banks of the River Hart and Whitewater are often lined with trees in many places
The built form is well dispersed around the perimeter of this area with the hamlet of Hazeley Lea to the south – many of these buildings are
Listed or Locally Listed
PRoW network limited to the western tip and southern portion
OH power lines / pylons pass west to east and south to north through this local area
Relatively weak network of hedgerows in the NE of with evidence of past removal
Network of land drains/ditches due to poorly drain land, often adjacent to hedgerows
Increasing equestrian usage in grazing fields brings associated clutter, disrupting the coherence of a long established rural landscape
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Local Area Summary - BH-03
Local Character Area: land at Bramshill Plantation and west of Bramshill Plantation to Odiham Road, excluding Wellington
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA east portion of this area (Bramshill Plantation); SPA 400m buffer occupies majority of land east of R.Whitewater to
Bramshill Plantation; Bramshill SSSI covers same area as TBH SPA; 3 x SINCs adjacent (medium to large scale); 13 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance;
15 x BAP Priority Sites; Bramshill CA abuts in east; 7 x Listed Buildings; 1 x Listed park & garden abuts north (Heckfield Place); Flood Zones 2 & 3
south to north (R.Whatewater); Risk of surface water flooding – south to north band of low, medium and high risk, with many minor secondary linear
connections
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:











Shallow valley landscape of the River Whitewater, which joins the River Blackwater just beyond the northern boundary of the this Local Area
and the District
Small to medium scale lowland mosaic of fields to the east and west of the R.Whitewater, which is often lined with trees and flows north out of
The District
Evidence of significant extent of historic hedgerow removal resulting in a relatively weak network
The banks of the River Hart and Whitewater are often lined with trees in many places
This Local Area is relatively free of woodlands, but woodland edges tend to frame all views
The built form is well dispersed around the perimeter of this area with the historic country house, park and garden (all listed Grade II) forming
the SW corner
PRoW network limited to the eastern flank tip
OH power lines / pylons pass south to north on the eastern flank of this Local Area
A broad south to north band of Flood Zones 2 & 3 through the centre of this area with many ribbons of surface water flooding risk heading
towards the River Whitewater from the east and west sides
Increasing equestrian usage in grazing fields brings associated clutter, disrupting the coherence of the long established agricultural landscape
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Local Area Summary - CR-01
Local Character Area: west of Crondall
Landscape designation/s: within 5km of TBH SPA; 9 x SINCs; 2 x SINCs adjacent; 11 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 39 x BAP Priority Sites; 17 x Listed
Buildings; Grade II listed Park & Garden adjacent NW; Crondall CA adjacent to east; Flood Zones 2 & 3 – narrow band in east; Risk of Surface Water
Flooding – several narrow bands across area with high intensity along northern boundary
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Value = MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:












Complex geology at the junctions of the chalk, London Clay and Bracklesham and Bagshot Beds in the north and east of this area
Linear dispersal of copses to the north of this local area, south of A287 Odiham Road, resulting in a wooded, more enclosed character
Typical chalk scenery south of wooded northern area
Rolling land forms with rounded hilltops and dry valleys
Intensive arable large scale field structure is dominant
Occasional large woodlands
Weak and/or removed hedgerows in places, some hedgerow replanting is evident
Extensive panoramic views from high locations / rotating north
O/H power lines and pylons detract from scenic quality
Rural village fringe of Crondall
Reasonably dense PRoW network
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Local Area Summary - CR-02
Local Character Area: east of Crondall
Landscape designation/s: within 5km of TBH SPA; SPA 400m buffer in NE corner; 7 x SINC/s; 1 x SINC/s adjacent; 6 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance;
27 x BAP Priority Sites; 1 x listed building; 4 x LL buildings/structures; 2 x LL Parks & Gardens; Flood Zones 2 & 3 – small area in west; Risk of
Surface Water Flooding – multiple narrow bands throughout
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Value = MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:









Complex geology at the junction of the chalk, London Clay, Bracklesham and Bagshot Beds
Well wooded in places
Oak Park Golf course covers a large portion of this local area and brings suburbanising characteristics to the otherwise rural landscape
Significant deviation in topography rising 100m from west to east to gravel plateaux (Beacon Hill)
Arable and grazing land use with small to medium scale irregular field pattern
Historic parkland remnant landscape of Clark Park and LB
Despite pylons / OH lines high scenic qualities
Scattered groups of cottages
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Local Area Summary - CR-03
Local Character Area: local area south of Crondall
Landscape designation/s: within 5km of TBH SPA; 2 x SINC/s; 4 x SINC/s adjacent; 5 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 6 x BAP Priority Sites; Crondall
CA as setting in north; 1 x LL area at Wimble Hill; SAM/s at Barley Pound & Powderham Castle; 1 x LL Park & Garden; 1 x listed building; Common
Land south of Crondall; Flood Zones 2 & 3 abut in north; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – significant channel of L/M/H risk in NE, otherwise
infrequent, generally low risk
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:













Typical chalk scenery, rolling land form, broad sweeping hills, ridges and dry valleys
Generally sloping northwards in this local area to low lying heath commons and mosaic of small to medium scale agricultural fields and woodlands
Southern area forms a gently undulating plateaux
Large scale arable fields and post hedgerow removal result in extensive views and sense of exposure
Area criss-crossed with PRoW
High level of tranquillity marred by low flying helicopters from RAF Odiham
Occasional, but large sized woodland blocks (SINC)
Scattered farms
Secluded Ancient Monuments at Barley Pond and Wimble Hill
Largely unspoilt character
Clare Park listed house & park and garden to east
Quiet rural landscape that appears unspoilt although marred by OH line / pylons and noise from RAF Odiham helicopters
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Local Area Summary - CV-01
Local Character Area: local area south of Crookham Village
Landscape designation/s: within 5km of TBH SPA; Basingstoke Canal SSSI west to east; 7 x SINC/s; 5 x SINC/s adjacent; 18 x HBIC Sites of Bio
Importance; 32 (approx.) BAP Priority Sites; Basingstoke Canal CA; Crookham Village CA; Dogmersfield CA; 7 x Listed Buildings; 5 x LL buildings;
1 x LL Park & Garden; 1 x Listed Park and Garden adjacent to west; Flood Zones 2 & 3 - south to north associated with R.Hart & tributary; Risk of
Surface Water Flooding – multiple channels of L/M/H throughout
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Value = MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:
















Complex geology at the junction of Upper Chalk, London Clay, Bracklesham and Bagshot Beds
The Basingstoke Canal meanders west to east through this local area, the water and banks of which are designated as a SSSI
Extensive areas of woodland cover in many places with the majority designated as SINCs
Topography – shallow undulations throughout, some areas low lying, often poorly draining
O/H power lines detract from skyline in some places
Urban fringe of Church Crookham in NE of area – well mitigated in places
Crookham Village & Dogmersfield historic (both CA), rural village forms much of the northern boundary
Crookham Village settlement & CA comes from north into this area via Crondall Road
Distinctly rural character and good tranquillity in parts despite close proximity of Church Crookham and Zebon Copse
The early stages of the River Hart travel north through this area
PRoW network generally moderate, more intense to east
Redfields House (St Nicholas School) and grounds locally listed
Occasional scattered farms and cottages, many listed
Pockets of more commercial/light industrial development generally well screened from neighbouring countryside.
Bowenhurst Golf Club is accessed via Mill Lane in the south
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Local Area Summary - DH-01
Local Character Area: local area south from Dogmersfield to A287 Farnham Road
Landscape designation/s: within 5 km of TBH SPA (northern portion); Basingstoke Canal SSSI forms most of western boundary and northern half of
eastern boundary; 7 x SINC/s; 4 x SINC/s adjacent; 23 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 25 x BAP Priority Sites; Basingstoke Canal CA forms
significant section of the boundary; Dogmersfiled CA abuts NE; 31 x Listed Buildings; 1 x Listed Park & Garden (Dogmersfield Park); Flood Zones 2 &
3 – small on east side of Broad Oak; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – multiple channels throughout (LV = M/H)
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:








Gently undulating, generally low lying landscape with the late C17 Basingstoke Canal (Conservation Area and SSSI) hugging the 75m contour,
forming much of the northern and western boundary of this local area
The Grade II Listed Park & Garden and Grade I manor house at Dogmersfield Park occupies much of the local area
A generally open parkland landscape character more enclosed in the north and the south by small to medium scale woodland copses, many of
which are SINCs
Significant number of other listed buildings at Dogmersfiled Park, also at Floods Farm as well as scattered around the boundaries
Some significant parkland trees remain although the historic maps indicate a large number have not endured over time
Much of the former parkland has been degraded as a result of split ownership and overgrazing by equestrian use and associated paraphernalia
The Basingstoke Canal formed part of the GHQ defence line evidenced by the numerous pill boxes along the banks of the canal
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Local Area Summary - EV-01
Local Character Area: local area north of Eversley Centre
Landscape designation/s: 0.9km from TBH SPA; 1 x SINC (large at approx. 18% of this area; 1 x SINC adjacent; 5 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 6 x
BAP Priority Sites; Eversley Cross CA & setting to east; Eversley Cross CA & setting to west; Flood Zones 2 & 3 to north of area; Risk of Surface
Water Flooding – multiple channels in east and west, mostly low risk
Visual Sensitivity = LOW
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = LOW/MEDIUM
Landscape Value = MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:













Distinctly riparian character of broad flat, low lying valley floor with riverside pastures
Blackwater River (plus Long River) defines northern boundary of Hart District in this local area
Multitude of land drains head north to the river, defined by robust well-treed hedgerows
South to north bias to the field
Gravel extraction and landscape vegetation pattern as a result immediately north of the river
Good tree belts and woodland cover along roads north and south of Eversley Centre and Eversley Cross – less so to the east of Eversley
Large area of wetland meadow SINC
No PRoW access through this area
Ribbon development on boundary roads
Quiet and tranquil but limited access
Many fields used for equestrian grazing
Local Gap designation either side of Eversley Cross with Strategic Gap to the east
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Local Area Summary - EV-02
Local Character Area: local area south of Eversley Cross & Eversley Centre
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA abuts south and SW; SPA 400m buffer in south; Bramshill SSSI abuts south and SW; 7 x SINC/s; 22 x HBIC Sites of
Bio Importance; 12 x BAP Priority Sites; Up Green CA abuts to east; Eversley Church Farm CA abuts to west; LL Park & garden; 11 x Listed
Buildings; 2 x LL Buildings; 1 x LL Park & Garden; Local Gap occupies much of this area; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – several north/south
channels, mostly low risk
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:














Gently undulating topography from 50-120m AOD, descending south to north to Backwater River
An area of complex geology but predominately well drained sandy soils over clays
Sand and gravels giving rise to acid, heath associated habitats
Local water logging in lower lying areas
Small and large scale woodland blocks (SINC)
Strong hedgerow network in places other places poorly managed and evidence of some past removal
Reasonable PRoW network with good links to areas east, south and west
Generally of rural character but with localised suburbanising influences
Listed building and locally listed park and garden at Firgrove House (c18)
Up Green & Everlsey Church Farm CA are within and border this local area
Land use – mosaic of deciduous woodland and small to medium scale pastures (equestrian)
Enclosed often intimate character with limited outward views and a sense of remoteness/seclusion despite the proximity of nearby settlements
(Yateley)
Panoramic views from PRoW some distance north into Berkshire
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Local Area Summary - EV-03
Local Character Area: local area west of Eversley and north of Bramshill Plantation
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA adjacent south (Bramshill Plantation + SSSI); west to Lower Common within 400m SPA buffer; 1 x SINC; 16 x
HBIC Sites of Bio Importance (occupy almost entire local area); 9 x BAP Priority Sites; Eversley Street CA in east; 16 x Listed Buildings ; 16 x Listed
Buildings and 4 x LL Buildings within adjacent settlement boundaries; setting of Grade II* listed park & garden adjacent in SE; Flood Zones 2 & 3
associated with River Blackwater occupies a large percentage of this area; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – low to medium in many areas with
occasional high risk
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:











Distinctly riparian character of broad flat, low lying valley floor with riverside pastures, trees on riverbanks and generally well-treed character
River Blackwater defines northern boundary of Hart District in this local area
Many land drains head north to the river, often defined by robust well-treed hedgerows, more so to the east
Small scale, enclosed field pattern much of which is given over to grazing for private equestrian use
Good tree belts and woodland cover along roads and north of Lower Common and west of Eversley
Eversley Street CA and setting of CA occupy the eastern portion
Limited PRoW network
The settlement pattern of Eversley and Lower Common is characterised historic and contemporary ribbon development
Otherwise the development pattern is sparse and avoids the areas of the valley floor at risk of flooding
Quiet and tranquil with limited public access
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Local Area Summary - EV-04
Local Character Area: local area west of Eversley Centre to Warren Heath
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA abuts to SW; SPA 400m buffer occupies approx. 55% of this local area; Bramshill SSSI covers same area as TBH SPA; 2 x SINCs
adjacent (medium scale); 6 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 6 x BAP Priority Sites; Eversley Church Farm CA in east; 6 x Listed Buildings; 1 x Listed
park & garden abuts north; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – 2 significant ribbons and multiple small channels throughout including mostly low to
medium and occasional high risk, north to south through this local area
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:















Gently undulating topography descending south to north to the Backwater River
An area of complex geology - predominately well drained sandy soils over clays to wet acid meadows of the valley floor/flood plain
Sand and gravels giving rise to loamy acid soils resulting in heath associated vegetation and habitats
Local water logging in lower lying areas
Large scale woodland block of Warren Heath (part of Bramshill SSSI) abuts along SW edge which forms part TBH SPA
A small compact local area visually contained on all sides by woodland edges and hedgerows
Hedgerow network is generally weak to the south on rising topography, and moderate in the north
Medium scale arable field system in south reducing in scale further north to the River Blackwater and County & District boundary
Reasonable PRoW network with good links to areas west, SW and south
Eversley Church Farm CA lies in the south east of this area with strong historic links to Reverend Charles Kingsley author of The Water Babies
Charles Kingsley is buried at the St Mary’s Church (Listed Grade I), where he was the Rector for 35 years
Listed Buildings, Parks & Gardens and Locally Listed Park and Garden at Firgrove Manor, Bramshill House and Warbrook House, all in close
proximity to this area
Enclosed often intimate character with limited outward views and a sense of remoteness/seclusion despite the proximity of nearby settlements
(Yateley/Eversley Centre)
Overhead power lines and pylons create a visual distraction along the northern boundary
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Local Area Summary - EW-01
Local Character Area: local area north & north west of Ewshot
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA abuts to east; SPA 400m buffer in east; 8 x SINC/s; 5 x SINC/s adjacent; 10 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 17 x
BAP Priority Sites; 4 x LL Buildings; 7 x Listed Buildings; Strategic Gap to adj east; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – multiple channels of L/M/H risk
SE to north across this area
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:













Complex geology at the junction of Upper Chalk, London Clay, Bracklesham and Bagshot Beds
Extensive areas of woodland in eastern half
Robust network of hedgerows in eastern half
Western half small to medium scale mosaic of grazing fields/equestrian
Topography descents significantly from southern Ewshot settlement to Church Crookham settlements in north.
Northern areas move gently undulating with occasional small scale escarpment
SPA 400m buffer effects small SE area and adj to SSSI, also in SE
Most woodlands are SINCs and Ewshot meadows SINC
Good PRoW access
Recent development at QEII Barracks in part as settlement boundary moved further into former barrack area. Former character of barracks, low scale, dispersed
wooden huts with wide open green space between provide more sympathetic settlement edge
Scattered farms, some listed, cottages in groups and individual. Some also listed
Southern area of LA is highest point in district at 187 AOD
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Local Area Summary - FL-01
Local Character Area: local area west of Fleet to Crookham Village, Dogmersfield and Winchfield Hurst
Landscape designation/s: within 5km of TBH SPA; 5 x SINC/s; Basingstoke Canal SSSI abuts west; 1 x SINC adj; 28 x BAP Priority Sites; 6 x HBIC Sites
of Bio Importance; 10 x Listed Buildings; Local Gap west of Fleet & Church Crookham to Hitches Lane; Flood Zones 2 & 3 – broad channel south to
north; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – broad channel of L/M/H risk
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:















Distinctly riparian character of a broad flat, low lying rolling floor
River side pastures and meadows
An indistinct valley landform with shallow valley sides east of Hitches Lane and west towards Pale Lane
Gently undulating valley sides
A poorly draining landscape dissected by a network of streams and minor tributaries, often lined with hedgerows and trees
Many copses are SINC
Irregular, small scale arable and grazing fields, interspersed with copses of trees and enclosed by hedgerows, some of which are broad
Fleet urban fringe borders east side, with the high embankment of the main line railway forming physical and visual boundary
Hitches Lane bisects this area
Upper middle section of Hitches Lane now has urban characteristics following urban fringe development, school expansion and proposed new
leisure centres.
Relatively high density of PRoW in south of local area
Border by CAs to south east, south and south west
Criss-cross with O/H high voltage power lines and pylons
Edenbrook Country Park SANG
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Local Area Summary - FL-02
Local Character Area: local area east of Ancells Farm
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA 400m buffer 0.8km to NW; 7 x SINC/s; 19 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 24 x BAP Priority Sites; 1 x Listed
Building; Strategic Gap; Flood Zones 2 & 3 in west; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – scattered areas of generally low risk throughout
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM Landscape Sensitivity = LOW/MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = LOW/MEDIUM
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW/MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:










Patchwork of small scale mosaic farmland and larger woodland blocks
Bounded by M3 in north and A327 Cover Road and railway line to south
Woodland and meadow SINCs
Low lying and poorly drained in parts
Ancells Farm development urban fringe to east and Rushmoor urban fringe east of M3 4a link road
Occasional isolated buildings within
M3 noise always in the background
Semi-rural character due to M3 corridor and urban fringe
Strategic Gap (CON 19)
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Local Area Summary - GR-01
Local Character Area: local area south of Greywell
Landscape designation/s: 1 x SSSI (R.Whitewater Spring); 1 x SSSI adjacent NW; 4 x SINC/s; 1 x SINC adjacent; 10 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 49
x (approx.) BAP Priority Sites; Flood Zones 2 & 3 associated with R.Whitewater; Greywell CA + setting; 10 x Listed Buildings; Local Gap between
Odiham and North Warnborough in NE; Flood Zones 2 & 3 – directly associated with R. Whitewater; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – various
channels of L/M/H risk
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH Landscape Value = MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:
















South and west of Greywell – typical undulating chalk down lands topography
Descending by various dry side valleys north west towards Spring Land of the River Whitewater, just south of Greywell
More regular, medium to large scale field pattern with hedgerows often in straight lines
RAF Odiham influences eastern boundary and helicopter activity
Some hedgerows over managed, some evidence of removal but woodland grant schemes also evident
Scattered farms and occasional rural cottages
North East of Greywell – a distinctly riparian character of flat, low lying valley floor
Riverside grazing fields, tree lined tributaries, land drains, often Willow and Ash
Historic ford at North Warnborough
Basingstoke Canal cross River Whitewater near this location
Many listed buildings
Often intimate and enclosed with strong sense of history
SAM - Odiham Castle
Areas of intense arable farming in north west area
Meadows and School Sports pitches between Odiham and North Warnborough
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Local Area Summary - HB-01
Local Character Area: local area south east, south and west of Hazeley Bottom
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA adjacent NE; TBH 400m buffer occupies approx. 50% of the local area; Hazeley Heath SSSI same as TBH SPA
adjacent NE; 4 x SINC; 16 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 8 x BAP Priority Sites; Mattingley CA adjacent west; Hazeley Bottom CA adjacent NE;
West Green CA in south of local area; 7 x Listed Buildings; 2 x LL Buildings; LL park & garden; Flood Zones 2 & 3 in west of area & centrally
towards the east; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – generally low to medium with areas high risk from SE to NE through this local area
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:













Gently undulating plateau and shallow valley side of the River Whitewater (east)
Predominantly well-drained sandy gravel soils giving raise to acid conditions, but with areas of sometimes significant waterlogging
Flood Zones 2 & 3 + areas prone to surface water flooding associated with R. Whitewater and ditches/tributaries throughout
Flat, even topography associated with relatively narrow river valley floor, as well as the more significant tributaries
Landscape comprises a mosaic of small scale, occasional medium, of irregular field pattern with intervening small scale copses
Strong network of hedgerows in the west, although there is evidence of historic removal; far more extensive historic hedgerow removal to the
east and south
Good network of PRoW across whole area
Bordered by wooded heath along northern boundary with Hazeley Bottom
Heath associated vegetation throughout
This local area includes parts of 4 CAs; Mattingley Green; Hazeley Bottom; Dipley; with Hartley Wintney CA abutting in the east
Often small scale intimate character provides high levels of tranquillity despite close proximity to settlements
Built form is generally rural, scattered, often historic
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Local Area Summary - HE-01
Local Character Area: local area east of Heckfield
Landscape designation/s: SPA 400m buffer 0.5km to east; 3 x SINC/S (40-50% of whole area); 3 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance (40-50% of whole area); 8
x BAP Priority Sites (40-50% of whole area); Heckfield CA adj west; 4 x Listed Buildings; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – infrequent narrow channels
in west
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity =
Landscape Character Sensitivity =
Landscape Value = HIGH
MEDIUM/HIGH
MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:











Small scale mosaic, lowland heath associated
The topography in the north is shallow gravel plateau with the shallow valley sides of the River Whitewater to the east and south of this area
Great Danmoor Copse & Cunningham Copse SINC woodlands occupy over 50% of this area
The remaining land use is a mix of small to medium arable and grazing fields
PRoW access is low, confined to a single footpath although running east / west across the north of the area
Hedgerow coverage predominates along the sides of the country lanes and local roads otherwise relatively sparse due to the large areas of
woodland cover and limited number of fields
Small scale ribbon development at Heckfield CA to west, well dispersed, occasional rural cottages, most of which are listed, located around the
perimeter of this area
OH power lines / pylons cross the south east of this area following the valley floor of the River Whitewater
The landscape appears intact and unspoilt although the OH lines and pylons are a detraction
Woodland Grant Schemes evident towards the centre of this area which may alter the perceived balance of the agricultural character
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Local Area Summary - HE-02
Local Character Area: local area south east of Heckfield
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA 400m buffer 0.1km to east; 5 x SINCs (including the R. Whitewater); 4 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 9 x BAP
Priority Sites; Heckfield CA adj west; 8 x Listed Buildings; Flood Zones 2 & 3- broad channels divide area into 2 parts; Risk of Surface Water Flooding
– broad channels of L/M/H risk in centre & west
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Value = MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW/MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:










Small scale lowland mosaic to the west with irregular mix of arable & grazing; river valley floor west of centre; turning east in north with minor
tributary entering from NW; heath associated lowland mosaic east of valley floor
Extensive woodland cover to the east of the valley floor with shallow undulations forming the valley sides
The banks of the River Whitewater are often lined with trees in many places
The built form is well dispersed around the perimeter of this area, some of which are listed, with no clear settlement edge
Low to moderate coverage of PRoW
OH power lines / pylons pass west to east across the north of this area
Relatively weak network of hedgerows, partly due to wide extent of woodland cover but also evidence of removal
Network of land drains/ditches due to poorly drain land, often adjacent to hedgerows
Increasing equestrian usage in grazing fields brings associated clutter, disrupting the coherence of a long established rural landscape
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Local Area Summary - HH-01
Local Character Area: Heckfield Heath and surrounding local area
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA <0.7km to the east; 6 x SINC (some large scale at Stratfield saye & Wellington Country Park); 24 x HBIC Sites of Bio
Importance; 27 x BAP Priority Sites; Heckfield CA abuts south; Stratfield Saye Listed Park & Garden occupies approx. 40% of the western local area;
23 x Listed Buildings; 2 x LL Buildings; Flood Zones 2 & 3 confined to R.Lodden in west; Risk of Surface water Flooding – frequent low to medium
narrow bands east to west with high risk near R.Lodden; occasional narrow bands of low to medium risk in east (R.Whitewater)
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:










Gently undulating plateau landform between the Whitewater valley to the east and the Lodden valley to the west
Mixed rural land use including a large area of Grade II Listed Park & Garden at Stratfield Saye Park, with parkland features evident
Large recreation area at Wellington Country Park (entry fee required) comprising former pine plantation and lakes, restored following mineral
extraction
Large areas of coniferous plantation on former heathland with relatively sparse patchwork of private small to medium scale private equestrian
grazing and riding schools in between
The picturesque River Lodden forms the western boundary of the district and this local area, running south to north through the Grade II
historic Park & Garden at Stratfield Saye
This local area has little or no arable cultivation
A dispersed and sparse settlement pattern of individual farm buildings and houses, many of mid medieval origins and no major settlements
Limited PRoW network across local area
High Voltage electricity lines can often be seen in neighbouring local areas and are a distraction to an otherwise visually pleasing rural landscape
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Local Area Summary - HO-01
Local Character Area: local area west and north of Hook
Landscape designation/s: 12 x SINC/s; 3 x SINC/s adjacent; 89 (approx.) x BAP Priority Sites; 16 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; Rotherwick CA
(approx. 40% of area); 26 x Listed Buildings; Grade II* Park and Garden ; 2 x LL Buildings; Local Gap in south between Newnham; Flood Zones 2 & 3 small area to east; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – multiple channels of L/M/H risk throughout
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = MEDIUM
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:







Gently undulating topography of shallow valley sides draining predominantly north west towards Lyde River, (some slopes more steep in places)
Varied mosaic of small to medium scale field systems, interspersed with larger woodland blocks, many of which are SINC
There is a visually robust structure to this landscape, helped by a good hedgerow network in places
Tylney Hall Grade II* listed house, park and gardens occupies a substantial portion of this area plus 18 hole Tylney Golf Course and remnant
avenue land NE
Rotherwick CA boundary extends significant south into this area, as well as extending to cover the grounds of Tylney Hall and beyond
Dense network of PRoW in northern half, more moderate in south.
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Local Area Summary - HO-02
Local Character Area: local area north east of Hook
Landscape designation/s: within 5km of TBH SPA; 8 x SINC/s; 5 x SINC adjacent; 7 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 33 (approx.) x BAP Priority Sites;
West Green CA in east; 17 x Listed Buildings; 6 x LL Buildings; 1 x LL Park & Garden; Flood Zones 2 & 3 - wide channel south to north through
centre of area; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – multiple channels of L/M/H risk throughout
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH

Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Character Sensitivity =
Landscape Value = MEDIUM/HIGH
MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW/MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:










Distinctly riparian character of the north-south River Whitewater valley floor with riverside pastures, sometimes well-treed riverbanks and
flood meadows
To the east and west of this relatively narrow section of the River Whitewater valley, the land rises in shallow undulations
A mosaic of grazing fields and reasonably intense arable cultivation throughout , medium to large scale in places
Good hedgerow network east of the river, less robust on the west side with some evidence of past hedgerow removal
Occasional small to medium woodland blocks are more prevalent to the east of the river
High levels of tranquillity, especially on the valley floor close to the river, although OH power lines and pylons (overhead) dominate the sky
Good level of PRoW access
North boundary defined by the rural settlement of Mattingly and Dipley where the landscape type changes to a more heath associated
character
New settlement edge to be formed in south west corner of this area due to major site planning consent
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Site: HO-03
HDC Landscape Capacity Study 2016

This map is based on Ordnance Survey material95
with the permission
of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's
Stationery Office Crown copyright. HDC 100019202.

Local Area Summary - HO-03
Local Character Area: local area south of Hook to North Warnborough
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA within 5km of NE corner; 9 x SINC/s; 2 x SINC/s adjacent; 10 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 28 x BAP Priority
Sites; 5 x Listed Buildings; 1 x LL Building; 1 x LL Park & garden adjacent east; Hartley Wintney CA adjacent east; Flood Zones 2 & 3 - broad swath
across SW & west of area; Risk of Surface water Flooding – generally associated with Flood Zones 2 & 3
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Value = MEDIUM
Overall Landscape Capacity = MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:













Distinctly riparian character of flat, low-lying valley floor with riverside pastures, tree lined bunts of the River Whitewater
The topography elevates towards W1-03 from the low lying levels around the River Whitewater (SINC)
Tottesham bisects this area
M3 corridor (and noise) dominate the southern boundary
A30 London Road has more rural character and forms the northern boundary
Land use predominantly farming with mix of arable and grazing
Irregular patchwork of small to medium scale fields, some with good hedgerow boundaries, others that haven’t
Generally well-treed appearance with a number of SINC copses
Main line railway runs east/west through the site emerging from a deep cutting in the east, them to surrounding ground levels before becoming
high embankment near Holt Park
Good PRoW network with notable views west across the county, beyond Basingstoke
Surprisingly high tranquillity inside the site despite boundary constrains
OH power lines/pylons are a distraction
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Local Area Summary - HW-01
Local Character Area: local area south and south east of Hartley Wintney
Landscape designation/s: 0.7km from TBH SPA; 5 x SINC/s; 1 x SINC adjacent; 7 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 18 x BAP Priority Sites; Hartley
Wintney CA abuts to NW; Church House CA within area; 13 x Listed Buildings; 1 x LL Park & Garden; Flood Zones 2 & 3 - south to north through
east of area; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – closely associated with Flood Zones 2 & 3, generally low risk outside of FZs
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:














A gently undulating landscape west of the flat riparian character of the River Hart valley floor which is low-lying and drains slowly
St Mary’s Church Grade II* c13 chalk and flint. Notable views across the east to south of the district from the graveyard
M3 forms southern boundary of the area and is well mitigated in places exposed in others
Archaeological ALERT site at Church House Farm (also listed). Saxon Manor
Good network of hedgerows and hedgerow trees, although hedgerows themselves have a ‘weak’ appearance
Western portion of this local area has good PRoW network.
Locally listed country house, parts of garden at Winchfield House, in western corner of this local area
Woodland and meadow SINC on western edge of River Hart flood zone.
Scattered built form with occasional rural redbrick cottages and complex of listed buildings at Church House Farm.
OH power lines and pylons extend south to north through this area which is otherwise unspoilt
M3 generates low background noise on still days, but if SW winds strong, noise can dominate
Mosaics of small to medium scale fields mixed with arable and grazing
Recent development at Dilly Lane being build out erecting new settlement fringe of Phoenix Green
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Local Area Summary - HW-02
Local Character Area: local area north east and east of Hartley Wintney
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA 400m in small parts to NE; 9 x SINC/s; 20 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 32 x BAP Priority Sites; Hartley Wintney
CA + setting in west & NW; Hartfordbridge CA; Elvetham Farm CA; Elvetham CA within; 1 x Listed Park & Garden; 24 x Listed Buildings; 8 x LL
Buildings ; Flood Zones 2 & 3 cover extensive ‘Y’ shape through this area; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – L/M/H risk generally associated with FZs 2
& 3 with multiple channels across this area feeding into R.Hart and its tributaries
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:
















Gently undulating landscape bisected by flat riparian character of Hart River Valley
A small to medium scale mosaic of fields, some arable, some grazing
A significant control portion of this area is the Grade II – c14 – listed park and garden of Elvetham including early planting of a Wellingtonia
avenue c14
The avenue extending north west through Hartley Wintney Golf Club to A30 London Road
Moderate coverage of hedgerows, some in poor condition and evidence of some removal
Occasional small to medium copses of trees, some of which are designated SINC
PRoW access is moderate to good
Coniferous plantations of Yateley Heath domicile the north east boundary with SPA 400m buffer extending into some of the fields
OH power lines and pylons run south to north through this area
This area contains the conservation areas of Elvetham Farm / Elveatham, Hurtford Bridge and Church House whilst HW, CA forms part of NW
boundary
Locally listed Winchfield House; park and garden occupy the western corner of this area
Outside the River Hart flood plans sandy, acidic soils give rise to heath associated plant species
Invasive Rhododendron also now present in many hedgerows
Much of the River Hart Valley floor is EA flood risk zones 2 and 3 CAs, Grade II listed part and garden, SINC
Archaeological ALERT site at Elvetham Estate
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Local Area Summary - HW-03
Local Character Area: local area north east of Hartley Wintney
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA 400m buffer occupies approx. 70%; TBH SPA abuts to NE and west; SSSI (Bramshill and Hazeley Heath) abut to NE
and west; 2 x SINC/s adjacent; 1 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 6 x BAP Priority Sites; Hartley Wintney CA + setting; Hartfordbridge CA abuts; 3
x Listed Buildings; 1 x LL Building; Flood Zones 2 & 3 - SE to NW through centre of area; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – multiple channels of
L/M/H risk throughout
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:












A distinctly narrow section of the River Hart valley floor rising steadily from 68m AoD to 92m AoD just outside the boundary
A landscape of minimal character and quality, but unified by the River Hart and general pattern of small to medium scale mixed farmland often
back by deciduous and plantation woodland
The split settlement of Hurtford Bridge and A30 London Road have a robust influence on the south east boundary
Hartley Wintney CA, Hazeley Health SPA and SSSi from the southern western boundary of this area
Warren Heath coniferous plantation owned and managed by HDC and TBH SPA from the northern boundary
HDC Springwell Lane Recycling of waste transfer depot , along with a sewage treatment works are located on the western boundary
C18 – The Whyte Lion a former coach and public house, Grade II listed is a large white painted brick and tiled roof building adjacent to the A30
Hunts Common – roadside terraced cottages, some listed, have a defined and distinct edge of rural town characteristics
OH power lines and pylons stride south east to north west through the site
All parts of this local area except the medium sited fold north east of Hunts Common all with 500m SPA buffer
Modest sized commercial/light industrial estates off Hurts Lane.
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Local Area Summary - HW-04
Local Character Area: local area west and south west of Hartley Wintney
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA 0.55km to the north; 3 x SINCs (medium scale); 28 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 28 x BAP Priority Sites;
Hartley Wintney CA + setting in the east; West Green CA + setting in north west; 12 x Listed buildings; 4 x LL Parks & Gardens; Risk of Surface
Water Flooding - low to medium, north south through centre of local area; north and west boundaries; and across SW corner
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Value = MEDIUM
Overall Landscape Capacity = MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:









Gently undulating plateau around West Green Common and Thackhams Lane with gentle descending slope of Whitewater valley to the west
and north west
Predominantly well drained sandy soils over clays and sands giving rise to acidic soil conditions with areas of waterlogging associated with
ribbons of surface water flood risk
A small scale pattern of mixed farmland and woodland with heath associated vegetation resulting from the acidic soils
A quiet area with relatively limited road access apart from the A30 London Road which forms the southern boundary and Thackhams Lane
which bisects this area
A strong network of PRoW although absent in some areas
Hartley Wintney CA occupies much of the Phoenix Green area in the east with West Green CA occupying the north west area
Many of the dwellings in this area are listed or locally listed with several historic locally listed gardens and associated landscape
A dispersed settlement pattern to the west away from the settlement edge of Hartley Wintney and Phoenix Green
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Local Area Summary - LS-01
Local Character Area: local area north of Long Sutton to RAF Odiham Airfield
Landscape designation/s: 1 x SINC/s; 3 x SINC/s adjacent; 2 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 10 x BAP Priority Sites; Long Sutton CA in abuts south; 5
x Listed Buildings; 1 x LL Building; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – narrow channels of L/M risk in east and west
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = LOW/MEDIUM
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW/MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:











More open and intensely farmed (arable) land than WE1 to the east
Rolling down lands topography generally descending from Long Sutton to the dry valley that forms northern boundary of this local area with
RAF Odiham
PRoW in half of this area but east of Wood Hill has airfield adj north
Notable low number of hedgerows and these sometimes appear fragmented/poorly managed
1 or 2 smaller copses of trees
Long Sutton CA borders the south of this area
The Street is also part of the Harrow Way (ancient Neolithic trackway possibly since 4000BC)
Panoramic views from eastern half
RAF Odiham only subtly present in north
Highly tranquil but disrupted by helicopter flights
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Local Area Summary - LS-02
Local Character Area: local area south west, south and south east of Long Sutton
Landscape designation/s: 5 x SINC/s; 2 x SINC/s adjacent; 6 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 20 x BAP Priority Sites; 1 X SAM; 1 x Listed Building; 3 x
LL Buildings; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – occasional narrow channel, generally low risk
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = MEDIUM
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:








Frequently undulating downland topography, some slopes steep in places
Many well treed hedgerows and Hesters Copse (SINC) / Sheephouse Copse (SINC) enclose medium scale field structure
Good coverage of PRoW
Lord Wandsworth College grounds including parkland character covers large amount of the LA
Scattered cottages
Strongly farm based character
Some long views but middle distance often truncated by woodland and tree belts.
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Local Area Summary - MA-01
Local Character Area: local area west of Mattingley & Heckfield
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA 400m buffer approx. 0.5km east of this area; 13 x SINCs; 7 x SINCs adjacent; 63 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 64
x BAP Priority Sites; 4 x HCC Archaeological Alert Sites in north east of this area; Mattingley CA in SE; Mattingley West End CA occupies large area
central south; Heckfield CA occupies north east; 29 x Listed Buildings within and many abutting this area (setting); Flood Zones 2 & 3 – narrow south
to north band in east; broad area in NW; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – significant areas of high risk in and around Hound Green and in SWotherwise relatively extensive across entire area
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity =MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:













Gently undulating plateau landform between the Whitewater valley to the east and the Lodden valley to the west
Medium scale mosaic of mixed farmland with medium scale, relatively frequent blocks of woodland, most of which are designated SINCs
Woodland blocks/copses often linked by a robust network of hedgerows, although there is evidence of past hedgerow removal
A poorly draining landscape dissected by streams, often through woodland, and ditches/land drains that run adjacent to hedgerows
PRoW network moderate to good across the whole of this area
There are several farms, some with listed buildings, but otherwise scattered, occasional cottages near the perimeter or abutting this area
Mattingley West End CA comes into this area from the west and occupies a significant proportion as setting; Mattingley Green CA lies in the
east of this area, also occupying farmland as setting, although to a much lesser extent than West End
Hound Green falls within this area to the NE with ribbon development along Vicarage Lane
Despite evidence of past hedgerow removal, there is a strong, consistent pattern of irregular shaped fields with a sense that the landscape has a
long history settlement and farming
Frequent middle distance views, some broad or panoramic, but often contained by woodland edges and hedgerows
Occasional longer distance views into HE-02 & MA-02 to the east side of the Whitewater valley
Historic landscapes at Stratfield Saye, Highfield House, Heckfield House, Bramshills, Elvetham Hall and Tylney Hall, all within relatively close
proximity to this area
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Local Area Summary - MA-02
Local Character Area: local area north & north east of Mattingley
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA & Hazeley Heath SSSI abut east of this area; 2 x SINC/s (12 ha woodland & course of R.Whitewater); 8 x BAP Priority
Sites; Mattingley CA + setting in south; 1 x LL Building; 8-9 Listed Buildings adjacent; HCC Archaeology Alert Sites in east; Flood Zones 2 & 3 wide swath south to north; Risk of Surface Water Flooding - wide swath of L/M/H risk south to north
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:














Small scale lowland mosaic, heath associated mosaic & river valley floor
R.Whitewater valley floor runs south to north with gently rising and undulating valley sides, with wide band of Flood Zones 2 & 3
Strong pattern of small to medium scale fields with well-connected network of hedgerows, although historic evidence of removal throughout
Lines of trees along banks of the R.Whitewater
A poorly draining landscape dissected by streams, often through woodland, and ditches/land drains that run adjacent to hedgerows
Aldermoor Copse forms robust physical & visual boundary to the north of this area
Good population of hedgerow trees in some locations, completely absent in others
Several farms and dispersed, historic ribbon development, mostly around the perimeter of this area
Scenic views looking north along river valley floor from Red Hill (lane) as a result of fragmented hedgerow
OH power lines / pylons south to north along east side of river valley detract from otherwise good scenic qualities
Long history of small settlement & farming
Historic landscapes at Stratfield Saye, Highfield House, Heckfield House, Bramshills, Elvetham Hall and Tylney Hall, all within relatively close
proximity to this area
PRoW access low; confined to NE and northern boundary of this area
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Local Area Summary - MI-01
Local Character Area: local area at Minley Manor, Minley Road & A327 Minley Road, M3 & A30
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA abuts sections of the west, north & NE boundaries; SPA 400m buffer occupies approx. 30-40% of this area; 13 x
SINC/s (in southern half); 3 x SINC/s adjacent; 25 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 57 (approx.) x BAP Priority Sites; Listed Park & Garden (approx.
50% of area); 9 x Listed Buildings; 1 x LL Building; Strategic Gap (95% of area); Flood Zones 2 & 3 – confined to SE; Risk of Surface Water Flooding –
multiple channels predominantly in southern portion, generally low risk, some high
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:


















General plateaux around Minley Manor, descending in gentle undulation in all directions
Diverse patch work of woodland, largely coniferous plantation
Parkland, farmland and open heath
MOD land – managed access but generally open to the public
Significant extent of area falls with 400m SPA buffer
MOD training area
Southern part of area relatively flat, irregular patchwork of grazing fields
High number of wetland meadow SINC in southern area
Southern boundary dominated by M3 corridor
Good hedgerow structure in southern area
Minley Manor, associated ancillary structures and buildings listed Grade II* & III
Including parks and garden
Fine avenue of early Wellingtonia trees (Giant Redwood – Sequoiadendron giganteum)
Retained parkland to south and east of main house
PRoW limited to east/west routes across south of area
Brook House in SW is locally listed
Cricket pitch at Crown & Cushion PH
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Local Area Summary - OD-01
Local Character Area: local area south & south east of Odiham
Landscape designation/s: 3 x SINC/s; 3 x SINC/s adjacent; 4 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 16 x BAP Priority Sites; Odiham CA + setting in NW; 17 x
Listed Buildings; 2 x LL Buildings; Common Land at Hillside; Flood Zones 2 & 3 – narrow to medium channel confined to north; Risk of Surface Water
Flooding – significant channels of L/M/H risk from centre to east
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH

Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH

Landscape Value =
LOW/MEDIUM

Overall Landscape Capacity = MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:














Shallow undulations, some areas flat, low lying and poorly drained
Transition from upper chalk to south (WE01) to Reading Beds
Field pattern - small scale grazing due to lower soil quality. Some medium scale south of Odiham
Good hedgerow network although evidence of some removal
Borders Odiham CA in NW, historic edge
RAF Odiham apparent from Cemetery Hill
Extensive PRoW network
Quiet/tranquil landscape apart from occasional helicopter
Scattered farms and cottages, many listed
Several SINCs
Odiahm Cricket ground
Historic chalk pit
Close Meadow
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Local Area Summary - OD-02
Local Character Area: local area between M3, Odiham Common, A287 Odiham by-pass
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA within 5km of northern half; SSSI (Odiham Common) adjacent east; 1 x SINC/s (R.Whitewater); 1 x SINC adjacent;
2 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 13 x BAP Priority Sites; Odiham CA adj south of Odiham by-pass; 1 x SAM (Roman Villa) at Lodge Farm; 11 x
Listed Buildings; Flood Zones 2 & 3 - 30-40% of this area; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – multiple channels/ponds of L/M/H risk throughout
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Landscape Value = MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:












Riparian topography dominated by intensive arable farming (Lodge Farm)
Bisected by River Whitewater (SINC) with extensive coverage of Flood Zones 2 & 3
Complex of Lodge Farm buildings prominent in southern centre of site
Remains of a Roman Villa (SAM) near Lodge Farm
Small hamlet of Whitehall in east adj to Odiham Common (HDC-SSSI)
M3 forms visual and physical boundary in the NW
Hedgerow lined A287 Odiham By-Pass forms visual and physical boundary to the south
Criss-crossed with land drains
Odiham Common woodland and Odiham road form boundary to the east
Good PRoW coverage
Lodge Farm Shop, Cookery School and Coffee Shop/Wine Merchant have introduced more vehicle activity and parking
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Local Area Summary - RW-01
Local Character Area: local area to the north, north east and north west of Rotherwick
Landscape designation/s: 3 x SINCs (Black Wood - large); 4 x SINCs adjacent; 27 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 21 x BAP Priority Sites; 11 x Listed
Buildings in this area with many abutting in south (The Street, Rotherwick)this area; Rotherwick CA forms southern boundary; Tylney Hall listed park
and garden abuts SW; Lyde Green village green is locally listed; Flood Zones 2 & 3 – contained band in NE; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – narrow &
wide ribbons throughout
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Value = LOW/MEDIUM
Overall Landscape Capacity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:











Gently undulating plateau landform between the Whitewater valley to the east and the Lodden valley to the west
Small scale mosaic of mixed farmland divided through centre by medium scale woodland SINC (Black Wood)
Occasional small-scale woodland blocks/copses often linked by a robust network of hedgerows, although there is evidence of past hedgerow
removal
A poorly draining landscape dissected by streams, often through woodland, and ditches/land drains that run adjacent to hedgerows
PRoW network moderate to good across the whole of this local area
There are several farms, some with listed buildings, but otherwise scattered, occasional cottages near the perimeter or abutting this area
Rotherwick CA and settlement boundary form the southern extent of area
Strong irregular field pattern with a sense that the landscape has a long history of settlement and farming
Frequent short distance views often contained by woodland edges and hedgerows
Historic landscapes at Stratfield Saye, Highfield House, Heckfield House, Bramshills, Elvetham Hall and Tylney Hall, which lies immediately
south of this area
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Local Area Summary - SW-01
Local Character Area: local area north to south east of South Warnborough
Landscape designation/s: 3 x SINC/s; 3 x SINC/s adjacent; 3 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 12 x BAP Priority Sites; Long Sutton CA abuts; 2 x Listed
Buildings; 2 x LL (1 x building; 1 x area of scenic beauty); Risk of Surface Water Flooding – narrow south north channel of L/M risk through centre of
area
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = LOW/MEDIUM
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW/MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:











Frequently undulating down land topography, steep slopes in places
Good hedgerow structure in places, some removed
Dry valley – intensely cultivated
PRoW network more limited than other down land charter areas
Very low scattered cottages and farms – some listed
Some long north/south views
Most views truncated in middle ground
Sparsely populated
High sense of remoteness
Unspoilt landscape high quality scenic value in many places
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Local Area Summary - SW-02
Local Character Area: local area south of South Warnborough
Landscape designation/s: 2 x SINC/s; 4 x SINC/s adjacent; 3 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 18 x BAP Priority Sites; South Warnborough CA + setting;
3 x Listed Buildings; 1x LL Park & Garden; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – occasional narrow channel often associated with Alton Road
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = LOW/MEDIUM
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW/MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:











B3349 Alton Road along slowly rising dry valley
Either side – side valleys formed by undulating chalk down land topography
Medium to large intensely cultivated arable field (irregular pattern)
Good hedgerow structure in places – evidence of past removal throughout
Small, relatively frequent woodland blocks and treed hedgerows provide some enclosure
Despite sometimes busy Alton Road, strong sense of remoteness
Unspoilt appearance
High scenic value
Well dispersed rural dwellings
Good PRoW access
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Local Area Summary - WE-01
Local Character Area: local area north of Well, from NW to east
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA within 5km of SE corner; 15 x SINC/s; 1 x SINC/s adjacent; 15 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 39 x BAP Priority
Sites; Well CA + setting in SW; 15 x Listed Buildings; 1 x LL Building; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – scattered channels/ponds of L/M/H risk
towards north
Visual Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Character Sensitivity = HIGH
Landscape Value = MEDIUM
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:











More enclosed arable farmland than CR03 to west
Rolling down land topography generally descending undulation north west towards Odiham and Long Sutton
Moderately robust network of hedgerows, although evidence of past removal
Area criss-crossed with PRoW
Large scale arable fields – intensely cultivated; occasional pastures and meadows, some enclosed, others with more exposed boundaries
Notable high point of 165 AoD and landmark feature of double knoll at Horsedown Common
Even distribution and active forms across this local area
Views often truncated by medium to large woodland blocks, most of which are SINCs
Largely unspoilt appearance
OH lines / pylons sometimes visible in local area to the east (CR01/CR03)
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Local Area Summary - WI-01
Local Character Area: local area south and east of Winchfield
Landscape designation/s: within 5 km of TBH SPA; Basingstoke Canal SSSI form SE boundary; SSSI abuts SW boundary (Odiham Common); 9 x
SINC/s; 8 x SINC/s adjacent; 17 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 29 x BAP Priority Sites; Basingstoke Canal CA forms SE boundary; 11 x Listed
Buildings; 1 x LL Building; Flood Zones 2 & 3 – small area in NE & broad channel in SW; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – multiple channels
throughout, generally L/M risk, pockets of high
Visual Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Character Sensitivity = MEDIUM/HIGH Landscape Value = MEDIUM
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW/MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:












A low lying gently undulating landscape physically and visually constrained by the high embankment of the east/west mainline railway
embankment
Often poorly drained, the landscape is criss-crossed by land drains and ditches between the lanes and hedgerows
Good coverage of robust hedgerows, hedgerow trees and tree belts
Several small to medium woodland blocks (SINCs)
Moderate coverage of PRoW
Small hamlet of Winchfield Hurt
Several farms, some converted to business use
Basingstoke Canal (SSSi) farms sinuous south eastern boundary
Small clusters of houses and cottages some listed
St Mary’s Church, Bugwell Lane, Grade I listed 12th Century Norman origins
Very quiet local area disturbed occasionally by express trains
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Local Area Summary - WI-02
Local Character Area: local area east of Winchfield between M3 corridor and main line railway
Landscape designation/s: within 5 km of TBH SPA; 3 x SINC/s; 2 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance (assoc with Flood Zones); 7 x BAP Priority Sites; 3 x
Listed Buildings; LL Park & garden in west; Flood Zones 2 & 3 – very broad channel centre/east; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – very broad band in
centre/east, multiple small-scale channels throughout, generally L/M risk
Visual Sensitivity = LOW/MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM Landscape Character Sensitivity = LOW/MEDIUM Landscape Value = MEDIUM
Overall Landscape Capacity = MEDIUM/HIGH
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:













A landscape tightly cushioned by M3 corridor and main line railway embankment
Topography formed by shallow undulating in places, flat, riparian through the centre
River Hart bisects this area south to north
Land use mostly farming, some arable, some grazing and wet meadows
Tree lined railway embankment, robust hedgerow network in many places
Individual groups and woodland copse (SINC) provide strong sense of enclosure
Land drains crises across this area
Limited Prow network limited to rest of area
A number of listed farms in the east and centre
Car sales at Wintney Barn has negative impact on rural character
Winchfield House locally listed park and garden occupies west end of this area
Several large areas around Hart River prone to flooding.
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Local Area Summary - WI-03
Local Character Area: local area south west of Winchfield to Potbridge
Landscape designation/s: within 5km of TBH SPA; SSSI adjacent (Odiham Common); 5 x SINC/s; 3 x SINC/s adjacent; 2 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance
(assoc with Flood Zones); 7 x BAP Priority Sites; Flood Zones 2 & 3 near Odiham Common; 4 x Listed Buildings; Flood Zones 2 & 3 –contained to SW
corner of this area; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – contained to SW corner, occasional channel elsewhere
Visual Sensitivity =
Landscape Sensitivity =
Landscape Character Sensitivity =
Landscape Value = MEDIUM
MEDIUM/HIGH
MEDIUM/HIGH
MEDIUM/HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW/MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:










The topography of this area marks a local high point in this part of the District
The land form rises from the Odiham Road NW to the confluence of the M3 and mainline railway cutting in the north
Woodland SINC occupy a large proportion of the site in the north and centrally through the middle of the area (Odiham Copse, Grencelly
Copse, Bottom Cops, Tossell Copse)
M3 corridor forms north west boundary and Odiham Common SSSI forms south west boundary. Road noise dominates
OH power lines and pylons dominate the sky line in the south
PRoW are limited, restricted to the southern area
The built form comprises the occasional farm and cottages, some of which are listed
Irregular small to medium field pattern, mostly grazing, some arable
Few hedgerows – partly due to contained scale of this local area, partly due poor management (weak hedgerows)
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Local Area Summary - YA-01
Local Character Area: local area north of Yateley to District boundary
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA within 5km; 2 x SINC (approx. 40% of area); 9 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 18 x BAP Priority Sites; Eversley
Cross CA + setting; Yateley Green CA abuts south; 2 x Listed Buildings; 1 x LL Building; the majority of this area is a Strategic Gap; Flood Zones 2 &
3 occupy a significant proportion; Risk of Surface Water Flooding – multiple channels/ponds throughout, less so centre south
Visual Sensitivity = LOW/MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = LOW/MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = LOW/MEDIUM Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW/MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:













Distinctly riparian character of broad, flat, low lying valley floor
A large extent of this area is being mined, or has been mined and restored for mineral extraction (sand and gravel)
Blackwater Valley Golf Course (9 holes) Watmore Farm Fishery / Russell Watersports
Recreation use established on restored mineral workings. Significant areas of land fall with floor zones 2 and 3
Extensive juvenile woodland established on strips of land between lakes
Mixed pattern of poor soil quality grazing fields
Some areas with good hedgerow structure
Eversley Cross CA to west, Yateley Green CA to eastern southern boundary, Darby Green in east
Large SINC areas over complex of lakes (Yateley Lake and Eversley Lake)
2 Farms, 1 to east, 1 to west and listed barn at Chandlers Lane
Low to moderate PRoW network
Strategic Gap
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Local Area Summary - YA-02
Local Character Area: local area north east of Yateley to Darby Green, north to District boundary
Landscape designation/s: TBH SPA within 1km; 2 x SINC/s (+50% of area); 8 x HBIC Sites of Bio Importance; 6 x BAP Priority Sites; Darby Green CA
adjacent SE; Strategic Gap; Flood Zones 2 & 3 cover +60% of this area; Risk of Surface Water Flooding; low risk occupies +60%, occasional patches of
medium & high risk throughout
Visual Sensitivity = LOW/ MEDIUM
Landscape Sensitivity = MEDIUM
Landscape Character Sensitivity = LOW/MEDIUM
Landscape Value = HIGH
Overall Landscape Capacity = LOW/MEDIUM
Note: the overall assessment given to any area does not mean that the assessment applies to the whole area – it may apply to one part of it. Further more detailed analysis
will be required as part of the site assessment process leading towards the development of the Local Plan.
Summary of Characteristics:












Distinct riparian character of broad, flat, low lying valley floor
The majority of this area has been mined for sand and gravel – now restored
The majority of this area falls with the EAs Flood Risk Zones 2 and 3
Recreation use now established on many of the lakes (Yateley Lake SINC)
Blackwater Valley SSSI – wetland meadow
Sewage treatment plant in NE of this area
PRoW limited to one FP in east of area
Retirement complex nearing completion south of Yateley Lakes / east of Sandhurst Road
Strategic Gap
Trilakes Fishery and Country Park immediately north of this area and HD boundary attracts many visitors
Recent development at Clarke’s Farm has increased urban edge
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